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List of Characters & Vehicles
Characters

Write the names of each character as you discover them
in the TV show.

Write the names of each vehicle.

Vehicles

Mother Ship (Home)

Whose home
ship is this?

Whose home
ship is this?

Transportation Vehicle

Exploration Vehicles (Knights)

Knight

Knight

Knight

Knight
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The Deep
Episode 14: The Abyss Stares Back

Vocabulary

★Identify the words you already know. Then, try to match each new
word to its correct definition as you watch the show.

1.

kelp bed

•

2.

territory

3.

ecosystem

•

• c. (n.) a natural community of living things and its
environment

4.

species

•

• d. (n.) a deep immeasurable space

5.

vaguely

•

• e. (n.) a group of living things that share very similar
characteristics

6.

abyss

•

• f. (adj..) feeling dizzy and like you want to vomit

7.

lure

•

• g. (adj.) relating to animals that hunt

8.

mock

•

• h. (adv.) in a way that is uncertain, indefinite, or unclear;
roughly

9.

nauseous

•

• i. (v.) to make fun of or tease smn

10. predatory

•

• j. (v.) to enchant smn or make smn/sth go somewhere,
usually by giving or showing them sth that will make
them want to follow you

•

Expressions

• a. (n.) an area or land that belongs to smn
• b. (n.) an area underwater with a lot of algae, or seaweedlike plants

★Listen out for these expressions as you watch the show. Then,
write the definition of each expression.

11. alas: ______________________________________________________________

12. going off the charts: __________________________________________________
13. a dead end:_________________________________________________________

Comprehension

★Fill in the answers to each question as you watch the TV show.

1. Why does Will become concerned after listening Ken’s message on his voicemail?

______________________________________________________________________
2. What does Ant think is living in the blue hole? __________________________________
3. Who is waiting for the Nektons nearby the kelp bed? What is he doing there?
_____________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________
4. How old is the kelp bed? ___________________________________________________
5. What is so unusual about the first gray fish with long teeth the Nektons encounter as
soon as they dive into the water?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

6. What is unusual about finding fish of the same kind as Jeffrey in the blue hole?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
7. Who goes missing in the blue hole? _______________________________________________________
8. What new fact have you learned about Will?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
9. What does Will find deep inside the kelp bed in the blue hole?

__________________________________________________________________________________________
10. Who surprises Ant? ____________________________________________________________________
11. What strange thing happens once everyone goes into the kelp bed in the Rover?
_________________________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________________________
12. What do the Nektons discover once they turn off the lights of the Rover?

_________________________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________________________

13. What do the Nektons believe to be the reason these creatures are behaving this way?
_________________________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________________________
14. What is the real reason the creatures are behaving this way?
__________________________________________________________________________________________
15. How do the Nektons manage to escape from these creatures?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

16. What do the Nektons discover about the Lemurian symbol Will found inside the kelp bed?
__________________________________________________________________________________________

Mysterious Creature #2: Mimic Octopus
The mimic octopus (Thaumoctopus Mimicus) lives in
the Indo-Pacific region. It can disguise, or hide itself
by blending into its background. This octopus species is
unique because they can also mimic, or copy, other
marine animals.

